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Topography [ ҈  ] of Words         

                                                
҈  In his book Graphs, Maps, Trees Franco Moretti writes, “If I keep making diagrams, 

then, it is because for me geometry ‘signifies’ more than geography” (56). In this essay I find 

myself creating diagrams perhaps to excess, but then again perhaps not. It is my hope that this 

essay will present us – both reader and author – with an exploration, not only of the mind or of 

hyperliterate culture but of this text itself. Moretti finds that diagrams seem to ‘signify’ more. He 

writes, “The diagrams look like maps, yes, because they have been ‘superimposed on a 

cartographic plane’: but their true nature emerges unmistakably from the way I analyse the, 

which disregards the specificity of the various locations, to focus almost entirely on their mutual 

relations; which is indeed the way to read diagrams, but certainly not maps” (54). Diagrams are 

strictly relational and as such consist of points which constitute a space only in their opposition 

to other points. This is, of course, reminiscent of Foucault’s heterotoptia, and of the emerging 

conceptualization of hypermedia[↵].  In the context of this essay what we will find as we read, 

and hopefully explore, is that hyperliterate culture can be defined only through a diagram of 

relations. And so, our exploration here constitutes a topography rather than a geography [see 

footnote 2]. 

 ↵ Foucault and Miskowiec’s heterotopic environment is relevant here, not only in the 

sense that hypertext is found in what is possibly the first global heterotopia (the internet), but that 

their conceptualization of space and time, upon which the analysis of these heterotopias is 

founded, is very much the way in which hyperliterate culture conceptualizes space and time in 

media. A brief definition of heterotopic environments is suggested by their essay “Of Other 
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In the beginning was the word [1], or at least as far as we know. Words have moved so to 

speak – or write/type – from spoken, to written, to processed throughout the history of mankind. 

                                                                                                                                                       
Spaces.” They write, “[Heterotopias] are something like counter-sites … in which the real sites, 

all the other sites can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and 

inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all places, even though it may be possible to indicate 

their location in reality” (Foucault and Miskowiec, 24). The space which hypertext creates and 

inhabits is such an environment. All other sites within hyperliterate culture are represented, 

contested, and inverted via the internet.  

Foucault and Miskowiec also present an analysis of space and time which is very much along the 

same lines as Moretti’s diagrams. He tells the reader that today the site has replaced the 

emplacement, or in Moretti’s terms diagrams have replaced maps. Foucault makes a statement 

which is closer to the context of this essay and hyperliterate culture a paragraph later. He writes, 

“Time probably appears to us only as one of the various distributive operations that are possible 

for the elements that are spread out in space” (23). When we approach a text today, we do so in 

this mindset [see footnote 4]. 

1 “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God” 

(Holy Bible, John 1.1). Interestingly, this phrase comes from the mystic gospel of John, which is 

fitting given the mysticism surrounding words and beginnings during the poststructuralist space 

of the 21st century[α]. History, witness, everyday perception is governed by words, labels, signs 

of all shapes and sizes. However, in hyperliterate culture the word does not exist in time (or 

beginning) so much as it exists in a space and is constituted as a site not by being divine, but by 
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The technologizing of the word, to use Ong’s phrase, has shifted not only our conceptualization 

of communication, but also our perception of the world around us. More currently applicable is 

the fact that words continue to change with the technology used to mediate them. Just as 

technology has changed the psychodynamics of oral culture to those of literate culture, we find 

that current technology is changing the psychodynamics of literate culture to that of hyperliterate 

culture. In the same way that oral cultures do not understand what it means to ‘look up 

something,’ literate cultures do not understand what it means to google something. It is tempting 

to assume that the difference here is only a matter of speed, that to google something is the same 

as looking something up in a book only faster. However, we will find that due to shifts in 

technology our approach to hypertext is different than a literate culture’s approach to text. The 

psychodynamics have changed.  

Ong explores the psychodynamics of oral culture in chapter three of his book Orality and 

Literacy by comparing the differences between the way in which oral cultures and literate 

cultures relate to words. In order to map out the psychodynamics of hyperliterate culture one 

should examine the platforms upon which words are mediated, the methodology used to recall 

these mediations, and the resulting collective memory of these words over time. The aggregate 

structure presents the researcher with a means, method, and result which can be analyzed as a 

complete interaction with the words of a hyperliterate culture. We will find that some of the 

psychodynamics of hyperliteracy are more aligned with those of orality while others may be 

similar to those of literacy. The question is whether the psychodynamic amalgam we find and by 

                                                                                                                                                       
being in relation to other sites. As do many sites in hyperliterate culture, the opening phrase of 

John negates and reinforces itself in a hyperliterate context. 
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which we define hyperliteracy is anything essentially different from the psychodynamics Ong 

describes. 

Hyperliterate, Hyper-, hīpėr, [Gr. hyper – beyond.] and Literate, lit’ėrāt, a. [L. 

literarius – learned; lettered.] 

Before beginning an exploration of the psychodynamics of hyperliterate culture it would 

be helpful to give a brief definition of what I mean by the term. Ong defines oral and literate 

culture by the way in which words are mediated. Therefore, in oral culture words are mediated 

by sound, in literate culture by text, and in hyperliterate culture by hypertext. Hyperliterate 

culture is not simply marked by text printed on a screen, but rather by that text being interactive. 

The hyperlink is obviously rather crucial to hypertext in that it restructured the cultural approach 

to text by allowing one to move through the text more like a space and less like a timeline. 

Therefore, the defining point of a hyperliterate approach to words is observed to be spatial rather 

than temporal. Members of hyperliterate culture approach a text as something under 

construction. They find themselves both reader and writer [2].   

Platform, plat’form, n. [Fr. Plate-forme – plate, flat, and forme, a form. PLATE.] 

We find this word “platform” in the discourse of words first as a literal raised plane from 

which a speaker speaks. In an oral framework the platform for mediation is literally a place and 

                                                
2 “The connections of hypertext constitutes paths of meaning for the author and the 

reader” (Bolter, 35). We do not want to read this as “paths to meaning,” but rather understand 

that the connections between various web pages have meaning which is dependent upon when 

and where you use the hyperlink. As such, hyperlinks allow the reader to make decisions about 

what content is opened as well as from which page it is opened from, thus changing the structure 

of the text and placing the reader in the role of author as well.  
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the speaker is in a definitive position in that place. The method of communicating via literal 

platform is overwhelmingly verbal, but to some extent visual as well[3]. Ong notes that, “Sound 

exists only when it is going out of existence” (Orality, 32). In an oral framework the speaker is 

fixed, the media is not. Ong points out, “In a primary oral culture the expression ‘to look up 

something’ is an empty phrase” (31). This is due to the fact that the media, sound, cannot be seen 

or cataloged – it is unable to be fixed or isolated. 

The term “platform” is also used in association with writing and especially print. 

However, the space is that of a page as opposed to a physical space.  We learn in our literary 

theory classes that the speaker within this space has a voice, character, style, etc. The speaker 

within a text is essentially tied to that text. However, that text is not fixed, books move (note 

inter-library loans), can be duplicated, translated, and edited. The text is a mobile space for the 

speaker to inhabit. The equivalent in oral culture would be a mobile stage. We could perhaps 

consider political campaigns congruent with an oral version of duplicating text. The important 

difference between an oral platform and a literate platform is the transformation from a fixed 

platform and ephemeral media to a mobile platform and fixed media. 

Interestingly, hyperliterate culture also uses the term “platform” in reference to 

communication. A platform in the context of hypertext is still a space in which a speaker or 

speakers inhabit. Twitter, Facebook, Google, Youtube, these are typical platforms in a 

hyperliterate culture. Quickly and to yourself, imagine that space. Where exactly would you say 

                                                
3 It is important to note the resurfacing of visual media in a hyperliterate context. Not 

only do photographs accompany text on most any website, but generally photographs are 

themselves hyperlinks. Also, video casts via hyperplatforms such as Youtube, allow visual 

gestures into the space of hypertext. 
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the Google homepage is? The obvious answer would be, “On the screen.” However, if you ask 

someone to please place a book on the coffee table, it would be utterly different than asking, 

“Could you please place the Google homepage on the coffee table?” And why? Why is it that 

placing a monitor on a coffee table is so different than placing a book on the same? The reason is 

not simply mobility, in which time is the major factor of difference (note the difference between 

manuscript and print). The difference is altogether spatial, we wouldn’t know exactly what to 

place on the coffee table because we cannot easily define what the Google homepage contains[4].      

A platform in a hyperliterate context is in some sense ethereal – it’s on the internet, not your 

coffee table. 

If the platform for hyperliterate mediation is in the ether where would we say the media 

is? How would someone define the media? If the media of literate culture is print, then the media 

of hyperliterate culture would have to be computer code. Are the codes which produce twitter 

posts, facebook statuses, and email messages fixed or ephemeral media? In theory these codes, 

these posts, are stored. But if someone asks you to look up a facebook status from last year the 

response is not quite the same as going to the library to ‘look up’ a quote by Walt Whitman. In a 

                                                
4 “A book is now felt as a container in which ‘things’ are neatly ordered rather than a 

voice which speaks to the reader. The medieval and early Renaissance collections of sayings 

give way gradually to the new kind of encyclopedia listing ‘facts’ which tend to be regarded as 

physical objects available without any reference to verbalization – as facts in fact never are” 

(Ong, “Talked Book”, 409). Literate culture is marked by empiricism, however hyperliterate 

culture is faced with a media which defies empirical definition. While text neatly orders 

conceptualizations about the world around us, hypertext disorders the rules we use to define 

those locations of the mind.  
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sense we understand that the information is stored in the ether of the internet, but access to that 

information is overwhelming. While in a literate culture one can ‘look up’ anything, in a 

hyperliterate culture one will ‘look up’ everything. Hyperliterate media is not less fixed than the 

media of literate culture, the media is simply too vast to comprehend. One can almost take Ong’s 

statement that, “sound exists only when it is going out of existence” and replace the word sound 

with Twitter post. Almost.  

Thus, hyperliterate culture tends to focus more upon story, for example the story of 

Egyptian revolt in Tahrir square, than upon empirical fact. And those stories are understood more 

like the stories found in oral culture. Primary sources during the Egyptian revolt were reduced to 

social network sites, most notably Twitter, via cell phones. Even a small sample of these posts 

would be difficult to analyze using a close reading strategy, and considering the amount of 

Twitter posts tweeted and retweeted the task becomes impossible. Media is less accessible in the 

textual sense in that due to an overload of available information texts cannot be fully processed 

as qualitive data other than in the moment or moments. This is more like an oral story and less 

like a useful index. Though quantitive data sets narrow a search, the amount of data disassociates 

the reader from most content as well as the context of any given situation. We’re reading less of 

the available data as well as being removed from the immediate context of data we return to 

study – the story changes at an exponential rate. Thus, qualitive data must be examined in 

practically real time yet the supporting data changes at an equally exponential rate. Data sets will 

never reveal the same results when compiled on a diachronic scale (much like the songs of bards 

whose stories changed each time the data is recompiled). Instead, we find the gist of a story and 

the method by which they are remembered receives more emphasis in hyperliterate culture than 

recreating empirical facts which are in constant flux. 
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Recall, rē-kal’, v. [L. re-  – again, back, against and O.E. ceallian – to call, shout.] 

Platforms allow the mediation of information, but also offer some method of recalling the 

mediated material. How do bards remember long stories from mere verbalization? Ong points 

out the use of Mnemonic devices in oral culture such as, “repetitions or antitheses, in alliterations 

and assonances” (34). He explains how these devices work in an oral culture as a method for 

embedding what need be remembered in a story. What he finds is that bards remember the 

structures of stories instead of specifics.  

Literate cultures recall information by returning to a text. Obviously, people in literate 

culture do not literally look up everything they remember in a book, but we find that memory 

functions in the literate mind more like an index or a glossary than connections between words 

and use as in oral culture. “You know what you can recall” (Ong, "Orality”,33). In an oral 

culture you know what you can embed in patterned speech, while in a literate culture you know 

what you can catalog. Point being, reference plays a critical role in the recall of information to 

people from literate cultures. Here, the technology precedes the shift in thinking. Handwriting 

allows the power of words found in oral culture to transcend space and time, in that the speaker 

need not be present at the reception of a message to convey their meaning. Orders from officials, 

journals, letters, etc. convey not only the message, but make use of the emotive function of 

language through the media of writing. Print further solidifies the organization of text as 

information by making the possibility of nearly exact reproduction of these symbols accessible.  

What we find in literate culture is a change in the way people think based upon the 

available technology. In Defoe’s Journal of a Plague Year we see people numbered in graphical 

analysis with no mention of names, families, and only a few of the stories which surround the 

lives of the victims – or the survivors for that matter. While in stories which began in oral 
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culture, say Beowulf, we find the focus on the number of characters is secondary to the 

description and role of any given character. This isn’t to say people in oral cultures cannot count, 

but to say it matters less in an oral culture how many people died from plague. And of course 

literate cultures are not void of stories surrounding trauma such as plague, but the analysis of 

casualties is separated into a scientific field of numbers rather than associated with the stories of 

individuals. For example, when we think of the casualties from any war since World War I we 

think of a number. 

In hyperliterate culture recall makes use of both mnemonic device as well as cataloging 

information. In many ways hyperliterate cultures recall information by referring back to a text, 

even if that text is a hypertext. We see this when we look up an article online, browse Craislist, 

or look up a subject or definition on Wikipedia before we find ‘real’ sources. And just because 

there is more information to be found does not necessarily mean the way in which we approach 

text has changed, even if it is [on] a screen rather than [in] a book[5]. Hyperliterate media owes 

much of its progression to literacy. We find that most information, even if accessed via 

hypertext, is presented in linear fashion just as we would find on a page. Also, hyperliterate 

cultures have not lost all sense of recalling things as numbers, and in abstracts. We still know 

how to calculate terminal velocity. We still know that acceleration due to gravity on earth is 

32ft/sec², and even if we can’t recall that figure from high school science classes, most of us are 

not tempted to attribute our coming back to the ground to some mystic being. So, we see that in 

some ways recall in a hyperliterate context is still similar to the way literate culture remembers 

text, events, and information.  

                                                
5 Note the cliché of getting into a book versus the cliché of being on the computer. In 

literate culture media is a container, while in hyperliterate culture it is a vehicle.  
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In other ways however, hyperliterate cultures rely on habitual devices for memory just as 

oral cultures rely upon mnemonics or repetition. Have you ever needed to find an answer to a 

specific question? For example, “What is the best way to house train a puppy?” In a hyperliterate 

culture our first reaction is to google the question. If we want to send an email, we do not rewrite 

the code to transfer and translate our message to another server, we simply click send. The first 

example shows us the habitual nature of access to knowledge. In some ways this is not all that 

different from going to the library and cross-referencing different advice on the subject, leaving 

with the best possible way to house train our new best friend. However, we would also have to 

find out which books have been checked out the most, and who had the best results. Not to 

mention the fact that this would be only a local sample. What we find is that Google does this for 

us. We generally start at the top of the list with websites which have the most hits. Google does 

the analysis of the data for us to some extent: it recalls the pattern of hits and releases the 

information to us, just as mnemonic patterns recall information embedded in their structure. The 

second example of sending emails reflects a quote by Ong on thinking in an oral culture. He 

states,  

In an oral culture, to think through something in nonformulaic, non-patterned, non- 

mnemonic terms, even if it were possible, would be a waste of time, for such thought, 

once worked through, could never be recovered with any effectiveness, as it could be 

with the aid of writing. It would not be abiding knowledge but simply a passing thought, 

however complex (“Orality”, 35-36).             

In a hyperliterate culture, to write a computer code which enables the transmission and 

translation of a message from one host to another, would also be a waste of time. If one person 

could understand an open source program such as Sendmail, once understood, it could never be 
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recovered in the same way with any applicable use. Why? Because in the lifetimes it would take 

to understand such a code, the code would have changed exponentially. Codes such as these are 

essentially culturally created and embedded into our media just as mnemonic devices are 

embedded in the speech patterns of oral cultures. So, in the same way oral cultures use patterned 

and formulaic thinking to recall applicable information, hyperliterate cultures use patterned 

formulaic processing to recall and implement applicable code. The difference is that oral cultures 

set up structures in the mind while hyperliterate cultures set them up in computer programs[6]. 

Ong makes note of the fact that literate cultures use mnemonic structuring as well (Rhymes to 

remember answers to tests), but he says, “in oral cultures they are not occasional. They are 

incessant” (“Orality”, 35). Hyperliterate recall is perhaps nearly as incessant in our use of 

mnemonics if we apply the term to open source code.  

If individuals within oral, literate, and hyperliterate cultures recall stories and events, then 

what ways do they remember as a collective? In an oral framework void of empirical records 

what gets remembered as history? How does a culture go about remembering certain stories, 

while others are disregarded? Ong tells us oral cultures are homeostatic, meaning they continue 

using words and stories and histories which are relevant to the present sociological environment 

                                                
6 “The agency of code underscores its similarity to the unconscious in producing effects 

even when it remains hidden under a linguistic surface” (Hayles, 139). Hayles terms the 

structures set up via code to recall information “cognizing” which plays much of the same role 

that mnemonic devices play in oral cultures. She notes that, “human behavior is increasingly 

integrated with the technological nonconscious” (140). In other words, though we use technology 

to create structures for recall, in a sense we are still creating these structures in a technological 

nonconscious. 
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(“Orality”, 46). In other words, the collective memory of oral culture changes to meet present 

needs, and is regarded as a true history. Ong cites Goody and Watt and their study of the Gonja 

in Ghana.  

Written records made by the British at the turn of the twentieth century show that Gonja 

oral tradition then presented Ndewura Jakpa, the founder of the state of Ganja, as having 

had seven sons, each of whom was ruler of one of the seven territorial divisions of the 

state. By the time sixty years later when the myths of state were again recorded, two of 

the seven divisions had disappeared. … In these later myths, Ndewura Jakpa had five 

sons, and no mention was made of the two extinct divisions (“Orality”, 48). 

Here we find an example of an oral collective memory which changes history, so to speak, when 

viewed from a literate context. 

Collective memory in literate culture is strikingly linear in comparison to that of the 

history found in oral culture. The difference in literate history is not only that stories may be 

returned to in textual form, but that with the advent of written history it seems to matter who is 

writing this history – the author emerges. While in oral histories stories seem to shift and be 

erased by the culture due to a present need within the sociological environment, in literate 

histories the author has control over the content. Thus, history is automatically, whether 

purposefully or not, biased. At best authors can be conscious of their bias as much as possible, 

but entire societies do not write books together and as such, collective memory is shaped more 

by the author than the audience.  

Outside of collective memory the emergence of the author has profoundly changed the 

way in which we approach stories, fiction or nonfiction. In hyperliterate culture we approach a 

text as both author and reader. This is due to the capabilities of the technology with which we 
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may interact. Bolter presents hypertext as “paths of meaning” which is important because this 

allows the reader to be in some sense a co-author of the material (35). Depending upon which 

links one follows through a hypertext the reader will be provided with different conclusions. This 

inclusion and interaction with the reader in the writing process is a direct result of the 

technology’s ability to support both “networks and trees” (35). In other words, the information 

you obtain from Google on house training your dog is a direct result of which link you follow, 

yet at the same time it is also a result of the information you read on specific pages. 

The state of collective witness within hyperliterate culture is again a conglomerate of 

practices found in both oral and literate culture. On the one hand, hyperliteracy records 

individual witness through written record, be it The New York Times or Twitter posts. These 

records are given the same sort of permanence we find in the Library of Congress, and we 

confront biases just as in texts from literate societies. However, due to the approach allowed by 

the technology of hypertext, we find collective memory in hyperliterate culture is capable of 

some degree of homeostasis. For example, though Twitter posts from Tahrir Square during the 

recent revolt are recorded, only some will be remembered collectively. Who decides which ones 

matter? Since a qualative analysis is impossible to complete with totality, a quatative method 

will have to be employed in order to narrow the data set for which one could do any effective 

qualative analysis or documentation. Retweets offer a means of narrowing the data set, and are 

directly dependent upon those who retweet, just as the stories which get retold are dependent 

upon those in oral culture who retell them. Thus, an analysis which focuses on this data set tend 

to hit closer to the mark of changing history based on a response to a sociological environment. 

Psychodynamic, sī-kō-dī-nam’ik, n. [Gr. psyche – the soul, mind, spirit, breath and 

dynamikos – powerful.] 
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Hyperliterate cultures approach words through a media which shapes the approach 

individuals use in interaction with that media. The media is by definition interactive and thus 

requires an integration of the individual and the technology. We find that individuals in 

hyperliterate cultures are increasingly reliant upon technology to analyze information. This is of 

course a cyclical relationship, as is any cultural relationship to symbols. We cannot forget that 

though technology has shaped the way in which hyperliterate cultures interact, the technology is 

a result of cultural production. Most evidently, the technology of hyperliterate cultures is a direct 

result of the technology from literate culture. Hypertext would never have been without text, just 

as text would never have been without speech. However, we find that in many ways hyperliterate 

cultures return to some psychodynamics found in oral cultures, though using technology based in 

literate culture. Hyperliteracy is for the most part a conglomeration of oral and literate 

psychodynamics. 
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